This note describes the program EST_GENOME for aligning spliced DNA to unspliced genomic DNA. It is written in ANSI C and has been tested under Digital OSF3.2. The spurce code and documentation are available from ftp:// www.sanger.ac.uky ftp/pub/ badger/est_genome.2.tar.Z.
either sequence outside of an intron costs -gap (2) (there is no gap initiation cost), and an intron (gap of arbitrary length in the genomic sequence only) costs -intron (40), unless it starts with GT and ends with AG (or CT and AC if the splicing direction is reversed) when it costs -splice (20). Thus, a gap of length L costs L.gap in the spliced sequence and either min{L.gap, intron} or min{L.gap,splice] in the genome.
The numerical difference between intron and splice allows some slack in marking intron end-points. Sometimes the choice of boundaries which minimize indel and mismatch costs does not coincide exactly with the splice consensus, but, provided intron -splice exceeds the extra mismatch/indel costs incurred, the alignment will respect the proper boundaries. If the alignment's introns still do not start/end with GT/AG (or CT/AC), then this may indicate errors in the sequences. The default parameters generally work well except that exons shorter than splice may be skipped. Intron penalties should always be greater than the longest expected random match (typically 10-15 bp) to avoid spurious matches.
The details of the algorithm are as follows. Let X(i,j) be the score of the best local similarity ending at base / in the spliced sequence and j in the genomic sequence. Let B(i) be the score of the best local alignment found so far that ends at i in the spliced sequence. Let C(i) be the genome coordinate to which B(i) refers. Let S(i) and G(J) be the nucleotides at positions i in the spliced andy in the genomic sequences, respectively. Then we have: The B term is the cost of the best local alignment ending with an intron at ij, so X(iJ) is the cost of the best overall alignment ending at i,j. If the alignment path as well as the score is required, then each time B(i) changes the previous pair (B (i), C(i) ) is pushed onto a stack in case it is required during backtracking. The program uses a linear-space divide-and-conquer strategy (Myers and Miller, 1988; Huang, 1994) to limit memory use:
1. A first-pass Smith-Waterman scan is done to find the start and end of the maximal-scoring segments. Subsequences corresponding to these segments are extracted. 2. If the product of the subsequences' lengths is less than a user-defined threshold, the segments are realigned using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, which will give the same result as the Smith-Waterman since they are guaranteed to align end to end. 3. If the product exceeds the threshold, the alignment is made recursively by splitting the spliced sequence in half and finding the genome position which aligns with the mid-point. This process is repeated until the product of lengths is less than the threshold. The divided sequences are aligned separately and then merged. 4. The genome sequence is searched against forward and reverse strands of the spliced sequence, assuming a forward gene splicing direction (i.e. GT/AG consensus). Then the best-scoring orientation is realigned assuming reverse splicing (CT/AC consensus). The overall best alignment is reported. EST_GENOME displays its results both as an alignment and as a list of matching segments like those produced by MSPcrunch (Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1994) . The latter format is easy to parse into other software. Figure 1 shows the alignment EST_GENOME made between the 519bp EST yol3c02.sl (Hillier et al., 1996) and the cosmid cNFG9 (33 760bp) from human chromosome 16 (Higgs, 1997) . The program (i.e. all three comparisons) took 11 CPUs on a Ditigal Alpha 255/233. The alignment contains two introns, of lengths 404 and 898 bp, indicated by the <« symbols. The output truncates the intron sequences. Note that both introns have CT/AG boundaries indicating that the direction of splicing is reversed.
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